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Previous projects Samp, Palermo and Udinese    

di GUGLIELMO BUCCHERI da LA Stampa del 23-04-2008

  

The step was decided, but behind, there is a vacuum. The effect-Juventus has the face of a
stadium which leaves the stage of good intentions to finish in the pipeline: date of starting and
finishing work are known, funding and companions of adventure too. Italy stands of small and
the runway of athletics that alienates the field, turning to look at Turin as a revolution served and
the system appears closest English. The model of management of our stadiums has closed the
doors of the Euro 2012, but the figures themselves are increasingly widening the deficit of
revenues between us and the Anglo-Saxon model. What to do? The Juventus opened the door,
the foot launched behind the bianconeri has already begun. There is an extraordinary
Committee for the plant and the prospect of access to loans at concessional rates, there is
Credit Sportivo and there are projects that are waiting for the certificate of guarantee. 

 In Cardiff, a year ago, Uefa bocciò us because we had given the impression to ask the Euro
2012 only to get lanes to build new plants. Today, the scenario has changed because both large
company is ambitious clubs have gained the knowledge that only the revenues from stadium
can fill the gap that separates us from reality close to us. Thus, draft Sampdoria, Udinese and
Palermo are finished on the table by Luca Pancalli, chairman of the plant that in these hours
baptize its rules. "It is not true that we were building and the work he has done Juventus proves
it. The Turin event will serve as a lever for all those situations, and they are many, awaiting only
the go-ahead. In his study are sfilati representatives of companies have already established
more than one project, but with the Committee overtime came into contact actually intending to
follow the path opened by Juventus. 

 From Brescia and Bergamo arrived signs of change in the direction of polyfunctional stages,
from Florence willingness to reconsider a new house of Fiorentina, Milan Massimo Moratti
desire to go to roads other than the San Siro. The Inter intends to build a stadium by 60
thousand sites with commercial structures, hotel and catering. Moratti has understood that the
effect-Juventus, the prospect bianconera to collect over 30 million per season from the
management of the new plant, will result in a high altitude 'dangerous' precedent. From here the
hypothesis of a concrete division between the two Milan clubs, separation, which could soon
include the Capital. 

 In Rome, there is a president, Claudio Lotito, who expects the verdict of the ballot on Sunday
and next Monday to resume the offensive in search of yes to his desire to build a stadium Lazio:
if the new mayor will Alemanno, more information see the position of Lotito stronger thanks to
the political affinities between the two. And Rome? At the gates of Trigoria knocks the American
magnate George Soros written and there is a priority on his agenda: the company Trigoria
should have a stadium all giallorosso. The Coni plug your ears before the prospect of being left
without an Olympic ball and speakers without the over 4 million euros a year for the rent that,
today, the two companies pay Roman. The Italian is turning on the table. And Europeans of
2012? Ukraine short of breath ( 'risk of lose,' he reiterated yesterday, the chairman of
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federcalcio Sourkis), Poland a little 'less, the Cup in July will take a decision. "If not us should
do? We stadiums ...», so Pancalli.
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